
July 3, 2024 

   
ITEM NO.:  TWO                                                                          FILE NO.: HDC2024-015 
 
NAME:  1017 S Cumberland – Exterior Alterations, Reconstruction, Rear Addition, and 
Fencing 
 
LOCATION:   Newby House, 1017 S Cumberland, Little Rock, 72202 
 
OWNER/AUTHORIZED AGENT: 
 
Matthew Pekar 
1017 S Cumberland 
Little Rock, AR 72202 
   

   
   
 

Figure 1. 1017 S Cumberland, front facade, looking east. 
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AREA: 0.16 acres  NUMBER OF LOTS : 1  WARD: 1 
 
HISTORIC DISTRICT: MacArthur Park Historic District 
 
HISTORIC STATUS: Contributing 
 
CURRENT ZONING: R4A – Low Density Residential 
 
CONSERVATION EASEMENT: None 
 
 
A. BACKGROUND 
 

Location 
The subject property is located at 
1017 S. Cumberland Street. The 
property’s legal description is 
“Lot 5, Block 54, City of Little 
Rock, Pulaski County, 
Arkansas”. 
 
Context 
The subject property is the site of 
the Newby House, a single-story 
wood frame structure supported 
by a brick masonry foundation 
built as a residence circa 1890 in 
the Folk Victorian style. The 
structure was modified in the 
1950s and these alterations are 
considered historic. The 
structure is Contributing to the 
MacArthur Park Historic District 
and the most recent Arkansas 
Architectural Resource Form 
(PU3005, 2007) is provided as 
Attachment C.  
 
The Newby House displays a 
compound front-facing T plan with an asymmetrical front gable and cross-gable 
roof with a shed addition in the rear. This form is typical of Folk Victorian homes in 
the area. Pre-1950, the residence displayed wood weatherboard siding, 
ornamental front porch columns and sun ray brackets, two-over-two wood 
windows, and two entry doors with transom lights (similar to the residences at 1015 

Figure 2. Location of 1017 S Cumberland within the MacArthur Park 
Historic District. 
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and 1016 S Rock). The second entrance and both transoms were enclosed post-
1940s. The residence was modified in the 1950s by the Newby family.  
 
The Newby family resided in the home from c. 1939 to 2005. Ruth and George 
Newby rented the home at the time of their daughter’s birth, Jeanette Newby, who 
was apparently born in the home’s living room. The Newby’s bought the residence 
sometime between 1945-1950 and made several modifications, including the 
asbestos siding and porch alterations. Asbestos was installed circa 1950 and vinyl 
siding was installed in the rear at a later date.  
 
Following Ruth Newby’s passing in 1995, Jeanette and her husband lived in the 
home until her passing in 2005. This was Jeanette’s home for possibly her whole 
life. A majority of what is known about the residence is informed by the Newby 
Family Photo Album. 

 
 
Previous Action 

 
On May 23, 2024, a COC (HDC2024-020) was issued to Matthew Pekar for 
foundation and porch repairs, new roofing, new HVAC, and foundation paint 
removal. 
 
On August 1, 2011, a COC (HDC2011—19) was issued to Matthew Pekar for brick 
masonry and porch floor repair.  
 
On May 5, 2003, a COA (HDC2003-008) was issued to Stephen and Jeanette 
Shields for wood fascia, soffit and eave replacement using white anodized 
aluminum. 
 
 
No previous actions were found on this site. 



July 3, 2024 

 
Sanborn Maps 

 
 

  

Figure 3. 1017 S Cumberland Street, Sanborn Map, 1897. Figure 4. 1017 S Cumberland Street, Sanborn Map, 1913. 

Figure 5. 1017 S Cumberland Street, Sanborn Map, 1939. Figure 6. 1017 S Cumberland Street, Sanborn Map, 1950. 
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Historic Photographs 

 
 
 
  

Figure 7. Original front porch posts shown behind 
Ruth Newby holding newborn daughter Jeanette 
Newby, 1939. Newby family photo album, courtesy of 
Matthew Pekar. 

Figure 8. Original front porch shown behind Ruth 
Newby, Jeanette Newby, and family dog, 1943. Newby 
family photo album, courtesy of Matthew Pekar. 

Figure 9. Original front porch shown behind 
Jeanette Newby and friends, 1943. Newby 
family photo album, courtesy of Matthew 
Pekar. 
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Figure 10. Modified front porch and siding, Ruth, 
George, and Jeanette Newby, 1950. Newby family 
photo album, courtesy of Matthew Pekar. 

Figure 11. Jeanette Newby on backyard swing of 
1017 S Cumberland, 1943. Newby family photo 
album, courtesy of Matthew Pekar. 

Figure 12. Jeanette Newby in rear yard 
with rear porch shown behind, 1941. 
Newby family photo album, courtesy of 
Matthew Pekar. 
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Figure 13. 1017 S Cumberland Street, QQA Architectural Survey, 1978. 
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B. PROPOSAL/REQUEST/APPLICANT’S STATEMENT: 

 
The application requests for the removal of the rear shed addition and rear deck, 
construction of a rear addition, removal of vinyl siding located along the rear and 
side elevations and replacement with wood siding, replacement of front gable 
window, installation of porch step handrails, and installation of rear yard fence. The 
proposal attempts to restore and reconstruct original character-defining features 
of the residence while retaining the modified features that have gained significance 
over time. 

 
The scope of work has received an approved Part 2 Historic Tax Credit application 
with conditions (Attachment D). 
 

C. EXISTING CONDITIONS: 
 
See site photos (Attachment A) and application packet (Attachment B). The 
application packet includes a cover letter, application, survey by Trotter Surveying, 
proposed site plan, and proposed architectural plans and drawings by the owner. 
 

D. NEIGHBORHOOD COMMENTS: 
 

At the time of distribution, staff received one letter of support (Attachment E). 
 

All owners of properties located within 200 feet of the site and all neighborhood 
associations registered with the City of Little Rock surrounding the site were 
notified of the public hearing. 
 

E. ANALYSIS: 
 
Vinyl Siding Replacement 
 
The application proposes to remove the existing vinyl siding along the rear 
elevation and replace with traditional horizontal wood bevel siding, a.k.a 
weatherboard siding, with a 4 ½ inch exposure. Wood species is proposed as 
cedar or pine.  
 
The Design Guidelines in Section III states: 
 

2.a. Artificial Siding Policy 
“For this reason, if the original exterior materials are presently covered with 
artificial siding or another non-historic material, it is encouraged to remove this 
material and restore the original beneath.” 
 
5. Walls: Siding, Wall Shingles, Stucco and Masonry 
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“Historic siding materials, such as weatherboard, wood shingles, and stucco, 
should be preserved.  If original siding materials must be replaced, the new 
siding should match the original as closely as possible, especially with respect 
to board size.  Original corner boards should be duplicated in their full original 
dimensions.” 

 
Staff finds the removal of the non-historic vinyl siding and replacement with 
traditional wood siding to be consistent with the Design Guidelines. The removal 
of non-historic features and the repair and necessary in-kind replacement of 
original features is appropriate. The structure was originally clad with wood 
weatherboard siding, as shown in historic photographs and seen from the interior 
side of the gable in the attic (see Attachment A). Original wood siding uncovered 
beneath the vinyl siding, if existing, should be repaired where possible.  
 
Corner boards should be reconstructed based on physical and documented 
evidence. If addressed, gable soffits and fascia should be reconstructed based on 
physical and documented evidence using wood. Soffit vents may be installed 
oriented parallel to the eaves and designed to be as visually inobtrusive as 
possible.  
 
Window Replacement 
 
The application proposes to replace the front gable six-over-six vinyl window with 
a one-over-one wood picture window. The replacement window will be designed 
in the configuration and dimensions of the original window, as shown in Figure 13. 
The replacement window will be 28” x 56”, is manufactured by Heirloom Windows, 
and features true divided lights, dimensional muntins, and built-in weather 
stripping. No other existing windows are proposed for replacement at this time. 
 
The Design Guidelines in Section III.B.2. states: 
 

“Windows should be repaired rather than replaced. However, if replacement 
is necessary due to severe deterioration, the replacement should match, as 
closely as possible, the original in materials and design. Replacement 
windows should not have snap-on or flush muntins. Wood clad windows 
may be appropriate if the structure originally had wood windows.  Wood clad 
windows are wood construction windows with an outer coating of vinyl or 
metal that facilitates easier maintenance.  Windows of 100% vinyl are not 
appropriate in the historic district since they were not historically installed in 
the structures.” 

 
The Design Guidelines and the Little Rock Historic Preservation Code, encourage 
the restoration and reconstruction of lost historic character-defining features based 
on physical and documentary evidence.  
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Staff find the proposed window replacement is consistent with the Design 
Guidelines. The existing, historic window frame and casing should be retained. 
 
Porch Step Handrail 
 
The application proposes installing a metal iron pipe handrail along the left side of 
the front porch steps.  
 
The Design Guidelines in “Section III.B.5. states: 
  

“Stair railings may be required to meet city building codes.  If historical 
evidence of style and placement exists, duplicate the original 
handrails.  Many times, however, none existed or wooden rails deteriorated 
and were removed early in the history of the building.  If no historical 
evidence exists, railings may be constructed of simple metal pipe or flat bars 
and painted to match the trim color.  In essence, the least obtrusive yet 
functional option may be used.”  

 
Staff finds the proposed handrail to be consistent with the Design Guidelines. New 
handrails must meet building code requirements.  
 
Rear Yard Fence 
 
The application proposes the installation of new fencing along the perimeter of the 
rear yard. The proposed fencing will be 40 inches tall and made of wood pickets in 
the still of the existing wood picket fence. The fence will be setback to from the 
front façade of the principal structure and roughly follow the property lines of the 
lot.  
 
The Design Guidelines in Section VII.A.3. states, regarding new rear yard fences: 
 

“On wood fences, pickets should be no wider than four inches (4”) and set 
no farther apart than three inches (3”).  Support posts may exceed the 
allowable fence or wall height by no more than six inches (6”). The design 
should be compatible with and proportionate to the building. […] 
 
Fences in the rear yards and those on side property lines without street 
frontage may be 72’’ tall.” 

 
 Staff finds the proposed fence to be consistent with the Design Guidelines. 

 
Rear Addition 
 
The application proposes the removal of the existing, non-historic rear addition and 
the construction of a new addition roughly following the same footprint. The new 
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attached addition will extend from the east rear wall into the rear yard, will be frame 
construction clad with wood weatherboard siding supported by a parged concrete 
block foundation, have one-over-one wood windows, and be covered by a standing 
seam metal roof with a shed slope. 
 
The Design Guidelines in “Section IV.A. Additions to Historic Structures” states: 
 

“An older addition to a historic structure that has achieved historic 
significance in its own right should be preserved. A more recent existing 
addition that is not historically significant may be removed.   
 
If a new addition to a historic building is to be constructed, the addition 
should be of a compatible design, in keeping with the original structure’s 
character, roof shape, materials, and the alignment of window, door, and 
cornice height.  Additions include porches and bay windows, as well as 
entire wings or rooms.  They should be located and scaled to be subordinate 
to the original structure.  
 
 
Additions should be constructed in a manner that avoids extensive removal 
or loss of historic materials and should be accomplished without destroying 
or damaging character-defining details, including front or side porches. 
 
Additions should not hinder the ability to interpret the design character of 
the structure’s historic period.  Avoid imitating an earlier historic style or 
architectural period.  Also avoid copying exactly the historic structure; 
instead, distinguish the new from the original, perhaps by simplifying or 
streamlining the new design.  If possible, keep original exterior walls and 
utilize existing openings for connecting an addition with the original 
structure.  Excavation adjacent to historic foundations should take care to 
avoid undermining the structural stability of the historic structure.” 

  
The Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation states, regarding new 
additions: 
 

“New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not 
destroy historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that 
characterize the property. The new work will be differentiated from the old 
and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and 
proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its 
environment. 
 
New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken 
in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and 
integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.” 
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Staff finds the existing addition to be non-historic and has not achieved historic 
significance based on physical evidence and historical documentation. Staff finds 
the proposed new addition to be consistent with the Design Guidelines and the 
Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. 
 
The proposed new addition uses a shed roof consistent with the traditional form of 
rear additions to single-story Folk Victorian residences in the District. The 
proposed standing seam metal roofing material is consistent with traditional 
material use and placement and has historic precedence related to the site’s 
development history. The proposed roofing material manufactured by Rheinzink 
has a width of 16 inches between seams, which is compatible in design with the 
character of historic standing seam metal roofing (tin or copper) visible in the 
historic photographs of the rear of the structure. 
 
The massing, scale, and placement of the addition is subordinate to the historic 
residence, will be minimally visible from S. Cumberland, and will not disrupt the 
historic roof form of the residence. The addition is compatible with applicable 
zoning requirements for setbacks. The addition avoids extensive removal and loss 
of historic materials.   
 
Two-over-two wood windows are placed in alignment with historic window 
openings where adjacent. Addition details are simple and streamlined. Balustrades 
and porch railings along the rear stoop are simple and similar to the existing front 
porch railings. Wood siding is proposed as the cladding material for the new 
addition. 
 
Staff is concerned that the use of wood weatherboard siding for the new addition 
will not provide enough visual distinction between the historic section of the 
residence and the new addition. Staff recommends the use of horizontal fiber 
cement lap siding, or another appropriate substitute material, with a smooth texture 
to distinguish between old and new. 

 

F. STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends approval of the application with the following conditions:  

1. All wood elements will be painted. 
2. Obtain required building permits and meet required building codes. 
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Attachment A: Site Photos 

Figure 14. Front facade of 1017 S Cumberland. 

Figure 15. Front facade facing northeast of 1017 S Cumberland. 
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Figure 16. Rear of 1017 S Cumberland. 

Figure 17. Rear yard of 1017 S Cumberland. 
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Figure 4. Rear gable of 1017 S. Cumberland. Figure 3. Front porch of 1017 S. Cumberland. 
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Attachment B 

Application Packet 

  



Cover letter for 1017 Cumberland St Restoration 

* Project Rationale * 

Perform needed maintenance and restoration of structure to bring it up to a livable standard. Expand 

living space by reworking the rear additions to the home. 

* Intent of Use *  

Residential rental. 

* Description of Rehabilitation * 

This proposal was adjusted from an earlier version to incorporate the fact that the structure's historicity 

is derived from the age of its 1950's era modifications rather than the original structure underneath. This 

revision has been approved by NPS. 

* Rework rear addition of home as shown in drawings. Porch space would be converted to interior 

space. A different window pane configuration, blocking, and shed roof slope for this part of the house 

will visually differentiate it from the original structure. 

* On the rear addition, use a simple profile, standing seam metal roof (see material photos) for the 

shallow slope. 

* Replace the front 6 over 6 window with a 1 over 1 picture window that matches the style seen in the 

1977's survey photo of the home. 

* Repair the front porch in the same style it currently is. 

* Add simple handrails to the porch for safety. 

* Windows, doors, and vinyl coverings (e.g. on 2nd front door) would be retained to preserve their 

historicity as currently defined. 
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Department of Planning and Development
723 West Markham Street
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201-1334
Phone: (501) 371-4790 Fax: (501) 371-4546
www.littlerock.gov

City of Little Rock

APPLICATION FOR A CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS

Address of Property: ________________________________________________________________________

Legal Description of Property:

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Owner/Agent (Printed Name): _________________________________________________________________

Owner /Agent Street, City, State, & Zip: _________________________________________________________

Owner /Agent Phone Number:_________________________________________________________________

Owner /Agent Email: ________________________________________________________________________

Name of Applicant as it will appear on all correspondence and in Staff report:

Brief Project Description:

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Estimated Cost of Improvements: ______________________________________________________________

Zoning Classification: Is the proposed change a permitted use?      Yes      No

Signature of Owner or Agent: _________________________________________________________________

NOTE: Should there be changes during construction (design, materials, size, etc.) from the approved COA, the applicant shall notify 
Historic District Commission Staff immediately to allow Staff to review the changes. Approval by the Commission does not excuse the 
applicant or property from complying with other applicable codes, ordinances, or policies of the City. Responsibility for identifying 
such codes, ordinances, or policies rests with the owner or authorized agent. 

DO NOT FILL IN - FOR STAFF USE ONLY
Application Date: ________________________________________ HDC File #   ________________

HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION DOCKETED  __________________________________________  at 4:00 p.m.

LITTLE ROCK HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION ACTION:

__ DENIED __ WITHDRAWN __ APPROVED __ APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS __ SEE ATTACHED CONDITIONS 

DOCUMENTING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE:________________________________________ DATE: _____________

DATE OF EXPIRATION (according to Ordinance No. 22,338): ___________________________________

1017 Cumberland St

Lot 5, Block 54, of the Original City of Little Rock, Pulaski County, Arkansas

Matthew Pekar

1017 Cumberland St, Little Rock, AR, 72202

646-750-2913

matt@peasanttech.com

Matthew Pekar

Perform needed maintenance and restoration of structure to bring it up to a livable standard. 

Expand living space by reworking the rear additions to the home.

$350,000



-- Front Porch Railing 

 

It appears the home hasn't had a rail before so I thought a simple black steel pipe would be 
a practical choice that would be clearly identified as not original to the home. 

 

https://www.homedepot.com/p/VEVOR-6-ft-Pipe-Stair-Handrail-440-lbs-Load-Capacity-
Wall-Mounted-Handrail-Round-Corner-Handrails-for-Outdoor-Steps-in-Black-
TZBGSLTFSGYG6G9AAV0/319872155#overlay 

 

-- Exterior Walls 

 

11/16 x 6" smooth lap siding. Cedar or pine or similar. Horizontal orientation. Something 
like this: 

 

https://www.menards.com/main/building-materials/siding/cedar-siding/11-16-x-6-red-
cedar-bevel-siding/1077966/p-5832605973465985-c-5826.htm 

 

Another possibility that seems to have the same characteristics: 

 

https://www.themouldingcompany.com/product/rab-smooth-siding/ 

 

-- Rear Door 

 

Our intent is to copy the original wood front door that we found buried behind the wall (see 
photo frontdoor2.jpg). This door is wood, painted, with a single light 32"x78". Ourhope 
would be to find a similar one locally or have one made to match. 

 

https://www.vintagedoors.com/product.php?id=486 



 

--- New Windows for Rear Addition 

 

Heirloom Windows, Classic or Ultima line, painted wood finish, single hung. 28x56 for each 
window on the rear addition. 50x86 for the picture window on the front. 

 

https://www.heirloomwindows.com/windows/single-hung 

 

--- Front Porch 

 

Porch elements would be rebuilt in exact same dimensions with #1 grade pine, cedar, or 
similar. 

 

--- Roofing (Asphalt, front sections) 

 

https://www.menards.com/main/building-materials/roofing-soffits-gutters/roofing-
shingles/owens-corning-reg-trudefinition-reg-duration-reg-designer-limited-lifetime-
warranty-architectural-shingles-32-8-sq-ft/1513188/p-1444450484347.htm 

 

--- Roofing (Metal, rear low slope section) 

 

Rheinzink, classic model/finish. Low profile version. 

 

https://www.rheinzink.us/fileadmin/redaktion/RHEINZINK_US/Downloads/Technical-
Documents/us-17031-division-7-binder-volume-8.1-chapter-3-standing-seam-roof-02-13-
21.pdf 

 

Raw material is 19", leaving roughly 16" gaps between ridges. 



 

https://www.rheinzink.us/products/materials-surfaces/classic/ 

 

-- Fence 

 

Dimensions of proposed fence are 4' high, in pattern shown in Materials/fence.png. Treated 
pine for material. 
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Attachment C 

AARF 2007 PU3005 
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Attachment D 

Approved Part 2 – HTC - 
Conditions  



Matthew Pekar Digitally signed by Matthew Pekar 
Date: 2023.08.09 03:10:02 -05'00'

















Matthew Pekar Digitally signed by Matthew Pekar 
Date: 2023.08.09 03:10:02 -05'00'



NPS Form 10-168e (Rev. 6/2023)  
National Park Service 

OMB Control No. 1024-0009 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

CONDITIONS 

 

Historic Property Name  Project Number  47463 

Property Address, City, State 1017 Cumberland St. Little Rock AR 
 

 

The rehabilitation of this property as described in the Historic Preservation Certification Application will meet the Secretary 
of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation provided that the following condition(s) is/are met: 

 

1. Front Picture Window: Replacement windows must be compatible with the character of the house. In order to 

ensure the proposed window meets the Standards, detailed dimensioned drawings of the proposed replacement 

picture window, showing it in relation to the wall assembly, must be submitted for review.   

 

2. Flooring: The historic wood flooring is a character-defining feature and must be preserved.  Where that is not 

possible or the historic flooring is missing, the new floor finish must be compatible with the historic character of 

the house. In order to ensure that the work will meet the Standards, new floor finishes proposed to be installed in 

the primary spaces (living room, and bedrooms 1 and 2) must be submitted for review.  

 

3. Ceilings: New ceilings must be installed at the height of the historic ceiling in order to preserve the historic 

character and volume of spaces.  

 

4. New Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing Systems:  New mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems must 

be installed in a manner that has minimal effect on the historic character of the building. It is preferable to locate 

systems within walls and ceilings or in attics and basements to minimize visibility. Because walls and ceilings 

are being replaced this should be readily achieved. Where this is not possible, alternative strategies must be 

employed including enclosing systems in soffits or minimally lowering ceilings in secondary spaces. Enclosures 

or lowered ceilings must be held well back from the windows. In order to ensure the handling of the systems 

meets the Standards, plans and, where necessary, sections detailing the location of ducts and utility lines, and the 

soffits or enclosures for them, must be submitted for review.    

 

5. Phasing: The phasing plan as proposed is sufficient for the project to qualify as a phased project. However, the 

phases as currently defined will not allow the NPS to evaluate each phase for a phase advisory determination. 

Such evaluations must be defined by easily distinguishable segments in which the work completed meets the 

Standards and no additional work is anticipated within the spaces. As proposed, interior floorplan changes, 

rehabilitation of interior finishes, installation of kitchen and bath fixtures, and installation of new systems would 

be spread across all three phases. Because aspects of the work on the interior would be accomplished during 

each phase and rehabilitation of the interior would not be fully complete until Phase 3, the NPS would not be 

able to evaluate the work and determine whether it meets the Standards until Phase 3 is completed.  Therefore, if 

you plan to seek a phase advisory determination for initial phases, please submit a revised phasing plan in which 

the work in each phase represents the completed work for the space.  

 



NPS Form 10-168e (Rev. 6/2023)  
National Park Service 

OMB Control No. 1024-0009 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

CONDITIONS 

 

 

 

 

Photographs documenting that the conditions have been met must be submitted with the Request for Certification of Completed Work.  
 
Any substantive change in the work as described in the application should be brought to the attention of the State Historic 
Preservation Office and the National Park Service in writing, using the Amendment/Advisory Determination form, prior to execution to 
ensure that the proposed project continues to meet the Standards. 

The National Park Service has determined that this project will meet the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation 
if the condition(s) listed above are met. 

 

Date National Park Service Signature 
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Attachment E 

Public Comments 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
TO:  Hannah Ratzlaff, Urban Designer, City of Little Rock 
FROM:  Brian Minyard, Interim Executive Director, QQA 
RE:  Comments for HDC Hearing, July 3, 2024 
DATE:  June 25, 2024 
 
The QQA Advocacy Committee met on Tuesday, June 11, 2024.  Please share these comments with the 
Commission and enter them into the record.  The Committee reviewed the revised summary for the 
renovation work at 1017 Cumberland Street. 
 
The Advocacy Committee recommends approval of all of the items listed in the cover letter and the 
part 2 of the tax credit documents.  The committee applauds the applicant for working within the Tax 
Credit Program, the Secretary of Interior Standards, and the Little Rock Historic District Commission. 
 
The Advocacy Committee supports the application as filed. 
 
 
 
 


